
CONCEPT TEST

To test whether our initial mobile learning concepts match the Afghan context we did a short concept test 
during a Pressure Cooker Workshop with four Afghani students and a game designer. See also 
Context Research.  The concepts and the reflection of the Afghan students and game designer on the con-
cepts are described below. 

Learning by making
Video’s: Learning by making
Students use the mobile phones to film/photograph/record sound. There are several types of assignments 
they can record: experiments, documenting their life, photographing their calculations, explaining in sound or 
video how they would solve a problem. 
The files can then be shared through the telecast and send from one school to another.
This way the schools can also together work on a bigger project where each school does a part of the pro-
ject which can be brought together in the telecast.
 
Stories: Learning by making
Classes get a story that is related to the topic. With for example  a math-problem involved , they have to finish 
the story or send possible endings:
Examples: Urgent Evoke,  Text stories with Mxit
Stories can be txt, cartoon or video. The student can reply through txt, photo or video.

Outcome: we talked about making the lessons more interactive, also by having the students taking photo’s, 
video’s or doing interviews. 

Even though it  is very interesting and important to have more engaging and interactive lessons, it not pos-
sible to have girl student making photo’s , video’s or doing interviews. Except with their family. For boys it is 
easier and more accepted to make photo’s, as long as they do not make photo’s of girls.

Competition
Peer- peer network: Collaborative learning
Passing on knowledge – helping each other. Within one school or between schools. Also the students could 
share the learned knowledge with their siblings.

Q&A contest: Knowledge building
Basic version.
At the end of each telecast the class gets a (or several) multiple choice questions on the subject: they send 
their reply as a Txt message to a special number and each week/month or the school with the most correct 
answers wins a prize.



Live version.
If the telecast is broadcasted live the classes can send in their answers and also any other questions and it 
can be answered life during the telecast.

Outcome: The idea to have a competition was very much appreciated, people in Afghanistan like 
competitions, especially about maths. There are also already school debates on TV.
A prize could be 100-200 Afg.
After each telecast the students could get a multiple choice quizz through SMS. After a certain number of 
lessons the best schools could select a student representative that will compete in a competition on TV.
If the schools have a life connection we could also use the technique from Valerie to have life results  on a 
screen in the telecast.

App library
The phones for the schools can be pre-equipped with a selection of  ‘Apps’ which are related to the topics 
being taught. For example ‘Slice it’ a free App which teaches young players the basics of Geometry.

Outcome: Good idea, could serve as an aid for the teacher and would make the lesson more engaging for the 
students.

Important thing to know for this: 
Have an idea of the curriculum.
Know the amount of students per class.


